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Your new LocBin™ BinKit System 
LocBins™ are the strongest, most heavy duty hanging and interlocking bins available.  The first thing you will notice is that they 
are shipped nested together to save space during shipping.  Pull/slide them apart and then stack and interlock using the top 
channel and you’re ready to hang on the included BinClips. Like all hanging bins they will also hang on a louvered panel or Wall 
Mount Rail. The 021, 022, 028’s, BK-210, BK-220 all use 1 BinClip per bin.  The BK-235, BK-240 all use 3 BinClips per Bin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peace of Mind 
Enjoy the unique benefits of LocBin™ as there are no concerns that your bins will fall apart and topple when stacked.  Don’t 
worry, LocBins will never fall into each other and accidentally spill contents.  A stack of LocBins can be transported to your 
work area and set on any flat surface without concern that the bins will separate from one another, fall, or mix your items. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY: Triton Global Products are backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty to the original owner that our products are free from 
defects in material and workmanship. If a product is defective when used as intended under normal conditions, Triton will replace the product, send a 
replacement part or issue a refund (at our option) when the consumer provides the original proof of purchase along with a full description of the defect, 
to: Triton Global Products 30700 -D Carter Street Solon OH 44139 All of our steel products have been engineered to last a lifetime.  
 
EXCLUSIONS TO LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY:  
− Excludes Normal Wear and Tear.  
− Excludes Cosmetics and Aesthetics.  
− Is Void if Products were improperly installed or used incorrectly (i.e., Not per Included Instructions).  
− Excludes Plastic and any other Non-Metal based Products.  
− Limited Lifetime Warranty is Non-Transferable and only applies to the original purchaser.  
− Original Proof of Purchase is required for all warranty claims. 

De-nesting LocBins™: 
Pull top bin up and out.  

LocBin™ Bin Kits - For All BinKit Model Numbers: 021, 022, BK-210, BK-220, BK-235, 
028-Y,B,BK,BR,R 

Interlocking LocBins™:                                   
Bins are tightly held together in the 

bottom sliding track.  There is a stop at 
the front of each of the bins so they do 
not accidentally slide apart. For 3-235 
and 3-240 bins: Flip the bins over and 
apply pressure to the top bins for easy 
de-nesting.  After de-nesting LocBins, 

you can interlock them by inserting the 
bottom track of a bin into the top track 

of another. Bins will lock together. 
 

Pegboard Mounting Instructions: 
 

1) Insert BinClip engaging tab through 
hole in pegboard. Align hooks screw 
hole with the hole below. Secure in 

place using small Phillips head screw 
and hand-held screwdriver non-
powered. Do not over tighten. 

2) Hang your LocBins™ on the BinClips 
by inserting the back lip of the bin to 

the top of the BinClip. Enjoy your new 
LocBin™ BinKit system for years to 

come! 
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